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400 Imnortsnt ScieultfuEgpers Summarized 30:S

421.

Top scientists in the United states regularly
engage in scientific miscondluct that

threatens the integrity of $Gience

"Our findings reveal a range of questio;nable practice:s that are
striking in their breadth and prevalence. u.s. sciint:ists engage in a
range of behavi ors extending for beyond fabrication, fal s yic ii on o,
plagiarism that can damage the integrity of science.;,

' Researchers surveyed 3,247 earry - and mid-career u. s. scientists funded by,
the National Institutes ofHealth (NIH) and asked them to anon)imously report
their own scientific misbehavior during the previous three years.

' overall, 33% of scientists funded by the NIII admitted. that trrey engaged in
questionable scientific behavior during the p'evious !r years.

' Nearly l6% ofNlH-funded scientists changeclthe design, methodology or
results of a study due to pressure from a fundirrg ro*rrl r5%r dropped data
points from analyses; l4% used inadequate or inappropriate research designs.

' Nearly I 3 % of NlH-firnded scientists disregarcled others ' use ,of flawed data
or questionable interpretation of dat a; 6%o failedto presient data that contra_
dibted one's own previous research.

' Scientific misbehavior tended to increase as scientists gained in age and
experience.

' Findings in this paper suggest that questionable scientific behavior that occurs
on a regular basis may pose a greater threat to the integrity of scientific
research than high-profile misconduct such as fraud.

' Estimates of scientific misbehavior found in thispapernny be conservative.
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